
ACE OF PENTACLES
Ace of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Financial new beginning, new financial opportunities, new

job, new business, money, investments, savings, prosperity,

security, stability, abundance, manifestation   

  

 

 

Ace of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Lack of money, poor financial control, lack of

opportunities or lost opportunities, financial delays,

excessive spending, scarcity, deficiency, instability,

insecurity, lack of planning, greed, stinginess, penny

pinching

 

new financial opportunity, raise,
new job, windfall, wealth, new

path

"You needed this new opportunity please don’t fuck it up"



2 PENTACLES
Two of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Balance, trying to find balance, resourcefulness, ups and

downs, adaptability, flexibility, juggling life, juggling money,

balancing books, transferring money, profit and loss, income

and outgoings, financial decisions, financial stress,

partnerships 

 

Two of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Lacking balance, lack of organization, poor financial

decisions, overwhelmed, overextending yourself, biting

off more than you can chew, too many balls in the air,

financial losses, no contingency plan, financial mess

 

financial decisions, juggling,
choice, options, balance

"Your doing a hell of a job, treat yourself but show maturity "



3 PENTACLES
Three of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Apprenticeship, learning, studying, growing, hard work,

commitment, building on success, collaboration, teamwork,

determination, goals, dedication, quality, attention to detail,

tradesperson, achievements, recognition, reward, hard work

paying off, effort, motivation   

 

Three of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Not learning from mistakes, unwillingness to learn, lack of

growth, poor work ethic, lack of commitment, mistakes,

lack of effort, lack of teamwork, apathy, no determination,

no goals, no dedication, no motivation, poor quality work

 

apprentice, collaboration,
teamwork, skill, creating,

building, plans

" Study hard, there is a such time of being a
student even when you are the teacher"



4 PENTACLES
Four of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Holding on to people/possessions/ issues, deep seated/past

issues, hoarding, stinginess, control, possessiveness,

financial stability, financial security, saving for big purchases

or retirement, greed, materialism, wealth, penny-pinching,

isolation, boundaries, keeping to yourself, lack of openness

 

Four of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Shedding the old, letting go of people, possessions or

issues, generosity, sharing, giving to others, making large

purchases, openness, generous to a fault, financial

insecurity/ instability, financial loss, losing something

valuable, reckless behavior, lack of control, gambling,

theft

 

 

 security, possessiveness, greed,
stability, financial acumen,

protection

"Your doing too much self reflection and self check"



5 PENTACLES
Five of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Temporary financial hardship, negative change in

circumstances, feeling left out in the cold, financial loss,

recession, feeling the world is against you, adversity,

struggle, hardship, bad luck, homelessness, poverty,

unemployment, financial ruin, bankruptcy, outcast,

alienation, illness, divorce, breakups, scandal, disgrace

 

Five of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Improvement in finances/luck, end of hardship, positive

change, becoming financially secure, recovery from

losses, making progress, overcoming adversity, paying

off debts, forgiveness, health improvement/ treatment,

being welcomed/accepted, becoming employed,

improving/letting go of relationships, 

 

loss, financial anxiety, hard
times, codependence, limping

along, out in the cold,
desperation, poverty

consciousness, homeless

"this is a slow season to prepare for the harvest
do overthink this time"



6 PENTACLES
Six of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Gifts, generosity, charity, donations, money, community,

assistance, support, employment, sharing, kindness, wealth,

prosperity, power, authority, control, investors,

giving/receiving, gratitude, being valued, being well paid,

rewards for hard work, fairness, equality

 

Six of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Lack/abuse of generosity, abuse of power or position,

gifts with strings attached, subservience, inequality, lack

of charity, scams, fake charity, extortion, unemployment,

lack of investment, underpaid, undervalued, bad debts,

poor financial decisions, greed, meanness, gullibility, kiss-

ass 

 

 

 

charity, sharing, giving,
receiving, justice, begging

"We see you, fruit aint it sweet"



7 PENTACLES
Seven of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Things coming to fruition, hard work paying off, harvest,

rewards, profits, results, pay-outs, manifestation of ideas or

goals, inheritance, cultivation, growing, gestation, nurturing,

perseverance, patience, planning, reviewing, taking stock,

questioning, crossroads, approaching retirement, finishing

what you started

 

Seven of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Bad business/financial management, not finishing what

you started, laziness, aimlessness, procrastination, not

putting effort in, cash flow problems, waste, lack of

growth, setbacks, delay, impatience, frustration,

postponed retirement, lack of reward, workaholic, not

taking stock, lack of reflection, change of plans

 

 

growth, waiting, effort, pause,
discipline, harvest, hard labor

"Hard work pays off don’t it"



8 PENTACLES
Eight of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

New job, self-employment, building business, trade,

reputation, craftsmanship, quality, master, expertise, hard

work, commitment, dedication, concentration, success,

accomplishment, ambition, confidence, financial security,

results, rewards, achieving goals, attention to detail,

productivity, scholarship, qualifications

 

 Eight of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Repetitive or boring job, failure, lack of

effort/confidence/commitment/ambition/focus, shoddy

workmanship, poor quality, rush job, bad reputation,

carelessness, poor concentration/productivity,

mediocrity, financial insecurity, scams, overspending,

debt, laziness, under-qualified, workaholic, materialistic,

mean, dead-end career, biting off more than you can

chew.

 

 

 

 

 apprentice, skill, hard work,
productive, workaholic

"this is the confirmation start that
business or get that new job"



9 PENTACLES
Nine of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Independence, success, financial stability/security, profit,

prosperity, wealth, property, abundance, rewards through

hard work, collecting on investments, thriving business,

status, freedom, wisdom, maturity, indulgence, contentment,

self-discipline/ control/ reliance, sophistication, elegance,

grace, beauty, pregnancy, birth, menopause, mature or

independent woman, retirement, taking it easy

 

Nine of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Lack of independence/stability/security, reckless

spending, shady investments, working too hard, not

earning your wealth, gold-digger, marrying for money/

status, sex trafficking/exploitation/work, dishonesty,

deceit, theft, property damage, con artist, scams, cheap,

superficial, no style, failure, lack of self-discipline, lack of

sophistication/elegance, over-indulgence, miscarriage,

termination, reproductive issues.

 

 

 

security, gratitude, wealth,
comfort, leisure

" just being comfortable in your skin is
important too"



10 PENTACLES
Ten of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Unexpected financial windfall, lump sum, will, deeds, trust

funds, inheritance, solid foundations, privilege, inherited

issues, ancestry, family home/ business/ responsibilities/

values/ support/ issues/ riches, old money, affluence,

business empire, domestic bliss, contracts, pensions, long

term financial security/ stability, being

conventional/traditional, settling down, pre-nuptials,

marriage, marrying into money

 

Ten of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Disputed inheritance/ being excluded from/not leaving a

will, unexpected changes, financial disaster, bankruptcy,

huge losses/debts, collapse of an empire, illegal activity,

money laundering, rocky foundations, losing everything,

family feuds/ burdens/ neglect, domestic disputes,

fighting over money, divorce, “new money”, faking

wealth/affluence, instability, breaking traditions,

unconventional, marrying for money, cold-heartedness 

 

 

 

wealth, security, family, legacy,
reunion

"  Unexpected Cash Checks in the mail
Yesss!!!!"



PAGE OF PENTACLES
Page of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Good news in earthly matters, solid beginnings, setting

goals, developing a plan, laying the foundations, taking

advantage of opportunities, jumping in, consistency,

excellent prospects, excelling in or seeking education/

training, ambitions, decide what you want and go for it,

grounded young person, loyal, faithful, dependable, healthy

lifestyle, Tarot/ divination, earth magic, nature,  

. 

Page of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Bad news in earthly matters, lack of goals, lacking

common sense, irresponsible, lazy, foolish, immature,

sullen, rebellious, no groundwork, no follow through,

unworkable plan, underachiever, procrastination, not

taking advantage of opportunities, poor prospects,

failing/dropping out, learning difficulties, frustration,

disloyalty, unfaithfulness, unhealthy lifestyle, obsession

with Tarot/ divination, dark magic,  

.  

 

financial opportunity, news
about money, student, new

financial seed, new venture

"  You make the plan stick to it"



KNIGHT OF PENTACLES
Knight of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Patient, practical, loyal, responsible, persistence, protective,

defensive, conservative, stubborn, ambitious, hard worker,

profit, finishing what you start, working with nature working

for what you want, making your dreams/wishes come true

through persistence, environmentally conscious, getting

back to nature

 

Knight of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Impatient, lazy, apathy, lack of common sense, unstable,

unskilled, unreliable, disloyal, irresponsible, weak,

gambler, loser, unconscientious, deadbeat, broken

promises, not finishing what you start, boring, obstinate,

ultra-conservative, pessimistic, obsessed with

money/materialism/looks, workaholic, animal abuse

 

practical, methodical, stable,
offering, respect, grounded

effort, financial focus

"Make the mature choice"



QUEEN OF PENTACLES
Queen of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Mature grounded female, businesswoman, high social

status/social butterfly, generous, loyal, prosperity, success,

financially independent, wealth, luxury, homemaker, the

finer things in life, down to earth, organized, sensible,

practical, no-nonsense, kind, welcoming, nurturing, witch,

healer, wonderful mother,

 

 Queen of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Ungrounded, overly ambitious, social climber, mean-

spirited, shallow, sociopath, jealous, possessive, wicked,

out of control, under/overweight/ unhealthy, disloyal,

cheater, sex trafficking/exploitation/work, disorganized,

impractical, chaos, poverty, pretentious, boring, neglect,

manipulation, dark magic, bad mother, dangerous, stuck

in a rut,

 

 

earth mother, secure,
dependable, practical,

grounded, earthy

"No One Holds it down like you do"



KING OF PENTACLES
King of Pentacles Upright Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Mature grounded male, successful, wealthy businessman,

bettering yourself, not a risk-taker, empire, thriving, high

status, stability, security, enterprising, provider, cautious,

careful, loyal, faithful, dependable, supporting, encouraging,

conservative, principled, reaching goals, hard work will pay

off, seeing things through to the end 

 

 
King of Pentacles Reversed Tarot Card Key Meanings:

Ungrounded male, unsuccessful businessman,

corruption, extortion, instability, poor judgement,

gambler, collapse of an empire, bankruptcy, under-

qualified, broke, slob, materialistic, greedy, hasty

decisions, disloyal, unfaithful, unsupportive,

discouraging, obstinate, cold, uncaring, ruthless, losing

your grip on things,  

 

. 

boss, authority, father, practical,
secure, King Midas

"Sugar Daddy, Momma Kinda Vibe "


